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The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Ortiz wins presidency by landslide
by Spencer Glasgow Jr.
staff reporter
Students have cast their votes in the
Student Government Association
(SGA) election and the new SGA
president is John Ortiz.
While only 544 people voted in the
election, Ortiz defeated his opponent,
James Brock Jr., by receiving over 70
percent of the votes cast for president
(379-151). Ortiz, a junior majoring in
accounting, will take over the reins
from incumbent President Mike
Fairbanks later this month.
In the race for vice president, Ralph
Drensek received 206 votes to defeat
Daryl Dunbar (150) and Eric Colley
(138). Drensek will fill the position
vacated by David Barrett.
Paul O'Connor, running unopposed,
received the most votes of anyone on
the ballot. His 399 votes won him the
position of finance officer. He will take
oyer the job formerly held by Ortiz.
In the closest race of the election,
Nancy Mitchell defeated Sheila L. RossStrickland by a 190-163 margin for
.Student Affairs Advisory Board nursing
representative.
Edward Kelly ran
unopposed for the Student Affairs
Advisory Board administrative science
representative and received 261 votes.
Stan Jacobs, Angie Crawford, and

Jeff Clark were elected to the three
open positions on the Publications
Board. They received 150, 138, and
118 votes, respectively.
In the race for 12-month legislators,
the nine winning candidates are Cheryl
Dawn Bankston (358), Dena K.
Livingston (357), Milo Chang (334),
Michael Conn (332), Ben Masters (326),
Judy Jarvis (324), Bill Moses (310), and
Joachim Plorin (261).
There was one amendment voted on
in the election.
The amendment,
concerning several changes in the SGA
Constitution, was passed by a 260-95
margin.
A number of positions will be
appointed at a later time. These are
positions that no one ran for, and they
are Ombudsman, Director of
are Ombudsman, Director of Inter
national Students, Student Affairs
Finance Committee (three positions
open), and Student Affairs Advisory
Board (one opening each from Liberal
Arts, Engineering, Science, and
Graduate Studies).
Apathy and low voter turnout are a
common occurrence in the elections,
and this year's turnout was no
exception. Less than 10 percent of
eligible voters participated last week,
compared to last year's record turnout
of 710 voters.

The above photo shows
students standing in line to
vote. The photo on the left
shows John Ortiz, the newly
elected SGA president.

photo courtesy of
University Relations

Apathy discussed
at SGA
presidential debate
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
University Center Cafeteria lunchers
were treated to a spicy debate on May
3, with James Brock and John Ortiz
each vying for the Student Government
Association's presidential position.
Though some students had already
cast their votes, the debate instigated
others to cast their ballots for the first
time.
Brock and Ortiz began by giving a
short opening statement. After their
statements, both agreed to accept
questions from the cafeteria crowd.
The moderating was done by Dr. Larry
Margolis, a professor in UAH's Political
Science Department.
One question addressed by both
candidates was student apathy, with

Brock pointing a finger at SGA and
UAH's cold administration. Though
Ortiz agreed that UAH has a serious
problem with apathy, he noted that
"you cannot force people to do
something they don't want to do."
Another question was raised about
the radical underground student paper,
SDI (Students for a Democratic
Institution).
"SDI raised some valid points," said
Ortiz, "but it offers no solutions."
"SDI offers only constructive
criticism," said Brock, "and was not
written by me only."
Questions at times raised heated
responses from the crowd, proving that
not all of UAH has retired to a life
devoted strictly to studying, going to
classes, and apathy.

Reider discusses
student organization
liability
by G. Jeskie
news reporter

Questions from the audience kept
Rieder a little over the time allotted but
he patiently and willingly answered all
Attorney Robert Rieder, counselor questions. To point out the rise in
to UAH, presented an assessment of incidences of suits against universities
liabilities for those who work with over the past few years, Rieder told of a
students or student organizations, cartoon showing the stone marker on
either as faculty advisors or in some campus. It read: "1830 — established;
ther capacity that is termed "an agent of 1967-72 beseiged; 1973-86 ignored;
the university," or as student members 1987 - sued!"
of campus organizations.
"There's much uncertainty about the
The workshop was sponsored by the facts of liability," Rieder said. "We all
University Center and was held like certainty, but it's often not possible
Saturday at the UC for all interested in law. It's frustrating, but there will
parties.
always be some ambiguity—it can't be
Some subjects discussed were black and white."
injuries on field trips, possible liability of
He cited a service, The Education
faculty advisors, releases and waivers Law Reporter, that publishes annually
signed for HPE courses, hazing cases of campus litigation. Rieder said
accidents, drinking and driving liabili it amounts to four to six volumes per
ties, and Dram Shop Act liabilites.
cont. to pg 6
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Dr. McManus receives Dean's Service Award
by Terry Crutcher
for The Exponent
Dr. Sam McManus, UAH professor
of chemistry, was selected as the first
annual recipient of the newly
established Dean's Service Award,
according to Dr. Harold Wilson, dean
of the College of Science.
Nominees for this award are selected
exclusively from members of the
College of Science with service in
excess of six years prior to their
nomination. The award was presented
to McManus on Wednesday evening,
April 27, during the Society of Sigma
Xi's annual banquet, held in
observance of National Science and
Technology Week.
According to Wilson, McManus has
received numerous citations for
contributions made to the fields of
organic chemistry over the years.

During the past two years, he has been
very active in academic and service
activities in the college and the
university in general, which have aided
the realization of our formal Material
Science program.
Presently McManus is directing the
college and university activities which
will culminate very shortly in the
construction of a Material Science
building on campus. As this year's
recipient of the Dean's Service Award,
the College of Science salutes
McManus' meritorious contributions.
The award was established to
recognize members of the College of
Science whose activities transcend
individual disciplinary boundaries and
contribute significantly to the overall
(development of the College of Science^
In addition to a plaque, McManus will
receive an all expense paid trip, for one
week, to the conference of his choice.

Dr. McManus instructs a chemistry graduate student on the use of the spectrometer.

Chappel lectures on the hazards of cocaine
"It's estimated that 4 to 5 million
Americans regularly use cocaine for
recreational purposes," Robert
Chappel, M.D. said, "yet a 'high' can be
fatal even without addiction. Moreover,
full-blown addiction can result from just
one episode with cocaine, particularly
when taken as 'crack'."
Chappell is assistant professor of
family medicine at the UAH School of
Primary Medical Care. On Tuesday,
May 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the UAH Clinical
Science Center Lecture Hall, he will
give a free public seminar entitled "The
Health Hazards of Cocaine."
"The probability that cocaine will
affect your life is increasing daily,"
Chappell observed. "One out of six
high school seniors, it's estimated, will
have experimented with cocaine before
prom night. Cocaine-related visits to
hospital emergency rooms have risen
over 200 percent since 1986."
According to the Huntsville Police
Department, the local street value of
cocaine is $125 per gram. The amount
of cocaine seized by police in Huntsville
in February of this year alone, a little
more than three pounds, was worth
about $183,500 on the street.
"Crime resulting from cocaine
addiction is widespread because the
addiction is so strong that the user will
do anything to obtain the drug,"
Chappell noted.

"In the May 17 seminar," Chappell
said "we'll talk about the extent of the
health and social problems created by
cocaine use, the resons why people get
addicted, and particularly about the
effects of the drug on physical and
emotional health. Cocaine overdose is
considered a medical emergency and
can result in psychosis, suicide,
seizures, or fatal coma. We'll also

discuss the destructive effects of
cocaine on the user's family and
professional life."
Chappell's seminar on "The Health
Hazards of Cocaine" is part of the
Prescription For Health free public
lecture series presented on the third
Tuesday of each month by the faculty of
the UAH School of Primary Medical
Care.

The seminars are held in the UAH
Clinical Science Center Lecture Hall, at
Governors Drive and Gallatin Street
across from Huntsville Hospital. The
parking lot is entered from Gallatin
Street. Please phone the UAH School
of Primary Medical Care Communica
tions Office, 536-5511, extension 452,
for further information.

Omicron Delta Kappa hosts forum
by Beth Gonsewski
for The Exponent
The Ulysses Circle of Omicron Delta
Kappa (ODK) at UAH will present its
spring symposium, "Integrity: the
responsibility of leadership," May 12 at
8:15 p.m. in the University Center
Exhibit Hall.
The symposium will examine the role
of integrity in five areas of society:
government, science and industry,
traditional professions, university
faculty and administration, and
university students.
The following
guest speakers will address integrity in
these areas:
—Glenn Browder, the Secretary of

534-TACO
OPEN 7 DAYS

2313 Whitesburg Dr. S.

State ot Alabama, will discuss the place
of integrity in government.
—Charles R. Chappell, the associate
director for science at the Marshall
Space Flight Center, will give his views
on the role of integrity in science and
industry.
—Tazewell T. Shepard, a Huntsville
attorney with the firm
of Bell,
Richardson and Sparkman, will lecture
on the position of integrity in the
traditional professions.
—Sue Kirkpatrick, an associate
professor of psychology at UAH, will
speak on integrity among college
faculty and administration.
—Bryan Laue, a senior engineering
student at UAH, will talk about
integrity's meaning for college students.
"In light of the daily headlines which
describe alleged and/or real abuses of
integrity at all levels of society, this is an
important topic not only for university

students but for all interested parties,"
said Tom Gates, ODK president.
According to Gates, there will be a
question and answer period following
the speakers. Everyone is invited to
attend and refreshments will be
provided.
For more information, call Gates at
544-5346.

Learn to live with someone
who's living with cancer.
Call us.
y AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Huntsville^ first college music club

-DONT CARE
a, c

ftto,CC t OJ W E •@ A 0 0

WEDNESDAY THE CLAIM STAKERS

Cheap Beer - Great Food

THURSDAY
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

Bass and George Killian Irish Red Ale

SUNDAY

on Draft!!

Now honoring University Club Card
giving UAH students a 15% discount!!

MONDAY
AND
TUESDAY
University Plaza

THE FOOT NOTES
WIL AND THE BUSHMEN
RELAYER
SLAUGHTER ROAD

across from Circuit City

830-4370
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Campus housing requests filing of party permits
by Tamatha Annette Brumley
Exponent troubleshooter
Students living in the on-campus
housing at UAH must now have
permits for partying before any social
activity can take place or else risk
disciplinary action and possible eviction
from the dorms. Naturally, Caught
Across Campus has been flooded with
comments over this.
Many residents of on-campus
housing have expressed opinions that
this is an infringement on their rights
and that they already agreed to follow
certain responsible quidelines under
the terms of their signed leases.
As one student, who wishes to
remain anonymous explained, "I
don't see why everyone should be
punished by a juvenilish system
because of the actions of a few people
wanting to 'cut up' all the time."
Aside from the objections to the
permit-to-party policy, numerous wild
rumors have been floating around
about the permits, some of which have
reached The Exponent from people
with questions about the policy. Among
these rumors are things like: "It was all
because of one incident a few weeks
ago in which only a few people were
involved," "Four or more people getting
together is defined as a party," "It is a
party if there are more than three
people per official resident of the
apartment," "Alcoholic beverages are
banned under the party regulations,"
"Study groups need party permits,"
and so on.

With all these things clamoring for
attention Caught Across Campus
talked with Ms. Millie Anglin, director of
University Housing.
"The permit to party basically
reminds them (the housing residents)
that they have certain obligations living
in housing," Anglin said. "The truth is
that this entire spring term for the last
few weeks there has been out-ofcontrol parties. The hosts have been
unable to control them."
According to Anglin, many of the
hosts have admitted they have been
unable to control their parties, and the
resident assistants have also been
unable to control them. Not only have
the parties been out of control but even
the underage drinking has been difficult
to control.
"There has been a problem with
people having parties without the
consent of other roommates, damage
being done to the apartment, and the
unconsented roommates becoming
angry over being held accountable for
the damage," said Anglin. By using the
permits, all roommates must consent to
a party before a permit will be issued.
"The permit to party is not the result
of one incident that happened in
housing. It has resulted from everything
combined this year and previous
years," according to Anglin. "We do try
with our policies to make the dorms as
livable as possible. Unless students are
able to control themselves, the
University might have to resort to even
stricter policies. We might have to ban
all partying in the dorms. We might

have to ban alcoholic beverages
completely."
The idea behind the permit to party is
that it will make students think about
what they are doing, said Anglin. The
students must live within certain limits.
The permits and the act of having to get
a permit will remind students of their
responsibilities, she said.
According to Anglin, a party will be
considered "any gathering of students
for the purpose of socialization, an
organized group for the purpose of
partying." There is not a minimun
number assigned to what is considered
a party, however the regulations
regarding parties does say that a
maximum of 25 guests is allowed. Study
groups, including religious study
groups, are not defined as parties
because they are not organized for
social reasons. However, if a study
group wishes to socialize afterwards,
such as often occurs in some religious
study groups, a permit would be
necessary.
Serving alcoholic beverages to
people under the age of 21 is illegal by
state law and the regulations for
partying require that this be strictly
adhered to and that non-alcoholic
beverages and snacks be made
available at parties where alcohol is
served. As of this moment, people over
the age of 21 are allowed to consume
alcoholic beverages in the dorms
provided they do not become
disorderly. The party regulations do
state that intoxicated persons will not
be permitted to drive upon leaving a

partv. Keg parties are prohibited.
An anonymous letter was sent to
Exponent about corruption
occurring at UAH in regard to
organizations of honor and leadership
on this campus. I would like to thank
the writer for his or her contribution to
efforts on improving campus life since
situations like this certainly do not
benefit the university or the student
body. Also, I would like to ask the rest
of the student body for their input into
the problem.
The letter received was very brief,
but it detailed that a history of fraud was
occurring in relation to many
organizations on campus, such as the
Student Government Association
(SGA) where individuals (no names
were given out in the letter) were lying
about past achievements in order to
improve their chances at gaining an
office or receiving an award.
Apparently, several of these people had
been caught and not punished, which
sparked the anonymous letter. Caught
Across Campus would like to know
more about this, but we have a very
large amount of data to sift through.
Any additional information that might
bring us closer to a resolution of the
reality, true or false, of this matter
would be greatly appreciated.
Postscript: To the anonymous
student, you are entitled to write such a
letter explaining and protesting over a
situation you believe to be unfair. I
would even say it was your moral
responsibility to do so.

The

Pretend Hospital reduces first-graders' fears
by James E. Spain
news reporter
The third annual "Let's Pretend
Hospital," held on April 26-29 at the
Von Braun Civic Center, was "very
successful," according to UAH
Assistant Nursing Professor Doris
Heaman.
This project taught first-graders
about visiting the hospital in order to
reduce their fears about hospitaliza

tion. It also gave nursing students a
chance to teach the children, using
developmental theory.
A simulated hospital setting,
complete with admitting area,
emergency room, patient's room,
radiology, operating room and pediatric
play room, was used for the event.
Health-related skits, written by nursing
students, were also included to show
the children that a hospital is a place to
get well.

Heaman said that one child who requested to come than could attend.
participated in "Let's Pretend Hospital" Another change was the location. The
came to Huntsville Hospital soon VBCC was used because the previous
afterwards, went through the same location at the UAH Medical Clinics
areas and found that the two were very was not available.
similar. The main difference was that
Heaman said that families of some of
the real hospital "hurt more."
the first-graders who came to the
Because of the popularity of this pretend hospital told her that their
event, it was extended to four days this children really enjoyed it and that they,
year, and was opened to private and along with the adults who were with
county schools for the first time. There them, learned very much.
were, however, more schools that

UAH group health insurance gets a big boost
Shield insurance costs.
According to Dr. Thomas Williams,
President of the Faculty Senate, the
UAH will be giving a big boost to its new plan for family coverage has been
Group Health Insurance members. In a divided into three categories: 1) those
newly refined plan, faculty and staff can who earn up to $20,000, 2) those who >
expect UAH to cover a bigger earn between $20,000 and $40,000, 3)
percentage of Blue Cross and Blue those who earn $40,000 plus.

by Cindy Rodriguez
editor

This means those in category
Williams credits the plan to Kenneth
number 1 can expect UAH to cover 65 Thompson, Vice-President for Finance
percent, those in number 2—53 and Administration. However, there
percent, and those in number 3—43 has been some question about whether
percent.
or not more categories should be
Single coverage is to remain added.
relatively the same, with UAH covering
87 percent.

College of Science forms Student Committee
by Melissa F. Thornton

for The Exponent
The UAH College of Science
recently formed a Student Advisory
Committee giving students within the
College a new channel of direct, formal
input. The committee consists of 10
science majors, an undergraduate and
graduate representative from each of
the five College of Science

departments.
The students were appointed based
upon recommendations by their
department chairmen.
"They are a highly select group of
students who are bright, hard-working,
and concerned," said Dr. F. Lee Cook,
assistant dean of science. "We are
looking to them to give us the student
prospective on what the College of
Science is doing right, what might need

to be improved, and other areas of
concern," he said.
The - Student Science Advisory
Committee will meet three times each
academic quarter to discuss issues
dealing with the College of Science.
"This committee is for all science
majors. Any student within the Colleae
can have their ideas heard by sharing
them with their student representa
tive," Cook added.

The 1988 Student Science Advisory
Committee Members are: Pat Harris,
biological sciences; Natalee Jackson,
biological sciences; Terry Crutcher,
chemistry; Brian Benson, chemistry;
Lori McCain, computer science; Bert
Dollahite, computer science; Deborah
Rogers, mathematics; Carol Barnett.
mathematics; Ed Peddycoart, physics;
and Jim Ashburn, physics.

Students' artwork to be shown at Church Gallery
by Sherhonda Allen

for The Exponent
UAH will feature student artwork at
its Church Gallery from May 9 to June

17.
The exhibit will feature works that
range from drawings to paintings,
sculptures to photography. Student
artists are a representation of all class
M

levels, from freshmen to seniors.
A reception will be held May 12 at the
Church Gallery from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The
show and reception are free to the
public.
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The Church Gallery is open
Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m., and
Tuesdays from 1:30 to 7:30 p.m.
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editorials and letters
"The pen is mightier than the sword"

" '...provide the best service possible at the best price possible.'
by Stephen A. Awoniyi
columnist
Where do you get textbooks? Your
closest bet is the University Bookstore.
Situated in the University Center, the
bookstore offers textbooks (both new
and used) and supplies to meet the
neecte of most UAH students. Another
facility is sited close to the campus and
tries to offer a similar service to UAH
students.
The Off-Campus College Book store
is located on Henderson Road, off
University Drive, a block east of the
UAH campus. This has been the
location of the store for the past seven
years, since it moved from its former
site. Buster Douthit, owner of the
facility, explained that the original
store, established eight years ago, was
located on Old Madison Pike, "but the
store moved here with the purpose to
be close to UAH."
The objective is clear — UAH is the
largest of the campuses targeted

specifically by the Off-Campus College
Book store. Inside the store are marked
out as well, sections for Calhoun
College and Athens State College
textbooks. According to Douthit, these
colleges, which are located outside
Huntsville, have campuses here, and
many of their students live here in
Madison County. That, plus the fact
that "the University Bookstore was also
growing" at the time he started the OffCampus College Book store,
reinforced his idea of developing his
book-selling service here in Huntsville.
"We also sell books to A&M, and
other colleges like Oakwood, Southern
Institute and Drake Technical, all
located in Huntsville," he added.
The Off-Campus College Bookstore
carries textbooks for coursework in all
UAH departments. A list of required
books are made available upon request
to management at the bookshop, "then
we begin to search," said Douthit. "We
buy used books from students and from
used book companies [usually at the

end of one quarter, in preparation for
the commencement of the next]. We
also purchase new textbooks to sell,
but wherever possible, we like to have
used books."
More than just student textbooks,
the bookstore carries other items that
its management believes may be of
interest to UAH students and other
customers. A listing includes:
—study aids
—Greek items
—gift items
—supplies
—technical books
—art supplies
—posters
—a photocopying service
Hours of operation are as follows: 9
a.m. — 6 p.m. Monday—Friday, 9 a.m.
—5 p.m. Saturday. In addition, during
the first four days of every quarter, the
business is open from 8:30 a.m. until
8:30 p.m.
Whenever a used textbook is to be
purchased from a student, a form of

M

identification is required — usually the
seller's student ID card. The name on
the card and the card number are then
recorded. A driver's license may be
requested on some occasions. This
kind of record-keeping has enabled the
bookstore more than once to assist
customers in tracking the possessor of
a stolen book.
"If a customer calls in to report that
they have lost a book, and gives us a
description of identifying marks, we
maintain a lookout," said Douthit."If
the book has already come into our
possession, we would go back into our
records and identify the seller. Then
we'd call in the police...to have him
prosecute." That is probably one more
unlisted service.
Douthit said that his bookstore has
grown over the years to contain 10
times as much stock as it used to carry.
His slogan is his claim: "Our aim is to
provide the best service possible at the
best price possible."

"God wishes to impress upon all...that justice and fair dealings are duties to him...."
•

> •

•
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by Khalafalla Ahmed
guest editorial

The administration of people's affairs
is a great resonsibility. Unless such
persons who administer people's affairs
have a consciousness of their obligation
to God, it is possible that they may be
swayed by pressure groups, selfinterest, or by their own prejudices and
preferences to deviate from justice.
God wishes to impress upon all human
beings, whether they are responsible
for a few persons or for a whole nation,
that justice and fair dealing are duties to
Him, and even national interest should
not be allowed to interfere with this
obligation.
Allah said: "O you who believe! Be
securers of justice, witnesses for God,
and do not let the hatred of a people
make you swerve to do wrong and
depart from justice. Be just: that is

t

•

.1 /

nearer to God-consciousness; and fear
God, for God is well-acquainted with all
that you do.
"O you who believe! Stand out firmly
for justice, as witnesses for God, even
as against yourselves, or your parents,
or your kin, and whether it concerns
rich or poor, for God can protect both.
Then do not follow caprice, lest you
swerve, and if you twist or turn (from
justice), verily God is well-acquainted
with all that you do."
While concern for the welfare of the
people, justice and obedience to God's
laws are the duty of a ruler or-governing
body, the ruled are in turn obligated to
obey their ruler or government as long
as it does not command them to do
anything in disoedience to God's laws.
The ruler or governing body is under
obligation to consult with the people (or
their representatives) in order to
ascertain their views and needs.
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Quran says, "And consult among
yourselves to settle affairs. O you who
believe! Obey God and the messan^er,
and those who are changed with
authority among you."
The Prophet has said, "Hearing and
obeying are the duty of a Muslim both

a

...

a

•

a

regarding what he likes and what he
"dislikes, as long as he is not
commanded to perform an act of
disobedience to God in which case he
must neither hear nor obey."
Next Article: Islam and World Peace

"...we fail to see how Greeks can
adversely affect the SGA and the
students they represent...."
Dear Editor,
Alpha Tau Omega would like to
publicly answer the recent criticism of
the Greeks and other campus
orginizations at UAH by the SDI
(Students for Democratic Institutions).
In a flyer published and circulated by
SDI, Greeks were criticized for holding
the executive offices of the SGA. Also,
the SGA itself was criticized for
budgeting and chartering other clubs
and orginizaitions on campus. ATO
takes issue with both of these points.
The complaint about the fraternity
and sorority members who hold
executive offices we believe to be totally
unfounded. First, we note that only
three of the six members of the
outgoing SGA cabinet are Greeks.
Second, on a campus where SGA
elected officials are quite often
unapposed we think criticism of any
group that chooses to be active on
campus to be without merit. And finally,
we fail to see how Greeks can adversely
affect the SGA and the students they
represent since the SGA has no power
or direct dealings with any Greek
orginization at UAH. ATO certainly
hopes that no one voted for any
candidate(s) in the SGA elections
because that candidate(s) was or was
not a member of a fraternity or sorority.
Just as the Brothers and Little Sisters
of ATO realize the Theta Pi will not be
the right choice for everyone who
wishes to be involved with a fraternity
or sorority, we also realize that the
Greek system is not the right choice for
every student on campus. Every
student has certain goals they wish to
achieve while attending the University.
The fact is that many of these goals may
be better achieved through
membership and work with the clubs

and other orginizations on campus.
Ensuring that these clubs are properly
chartered and are allocated funds in a
fair manner is a proper function of any
student government at a university.
And if all six thousand plus students at
UAH were involved with at least one
organization on campus ATO would be
pleased with only having one percent or
so as Brothers and Little Sisters of
Theta Pi.
ATO would also like to express our
disagreement with SDI's attack on the
recipient of the Outstanding Student
Leadership Award, John Ortiz. It is our
opinion that through his work with a
variety of orginizations on campus
John Ortiz has tried to help the student
body at UAH. Alpha Tau Omega feels
that John Ortiz deserves the Award
and believes the attack was motivated
more because of the SGA elections
than a matter of the performance of Mr.
Ortiz.
There were several valid points made
by SDI that the students of this campus,
through the SGA and other outlets,
should make known their feelings to the
Administration. For example, not only
should students have a study day prior
to exams, but an adequate break
following the Winter and Spring
Quarters should be scheduled. It is the
hope of the Brothers and Little Sisters
of Alpha Tau Omega that the members
of SDI will choose to become involved
on campus and work in a constructive
manner to achieve their goals instead of
sitting on the sidelines and criticizing
the work of those who are already
trying to improve student life at UAH.
Sincerely,
Theta Pi Chapter
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

V„V. . V/A _ . . Jtf* . jCte*
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Space development, pros and cons

Earth could be wiped out by nuclear war...or the
same type of thing that the dinasours."
by Bill Carswell
columnist
One of the goals that really drives
space development and causes people
to dream and desire is the permanent
human habitation of the solar system
and the opportunities for each of us to
take part in this next stage of human
evolution.
This week I would like to discuss the
pros and cons of space development,
drawing on some comments made by
Dr. Jack Salmon, whom some of you
may remember discussed space policy
at UAH a couple of months ago.
The strongest argument on the pro
side is that it may be considered
necessary. Ecologically, the earth is
finite and simply cannot support
unchecked growth; there are limits to
growth. It is also necessary because it is
an historical trend that societies and
civilizations must grow or die. Salmon
quoted Tsiolkowsky in describing why
it is necessary to escape the bounds of
earth, "Earth is the cradle of mankind,
but one does not live in the cradle
forever."
Another pro argument is that it is at
least wise to go, even if it is not
necessary. Assuming we could learn to
live in a steady-state society and do
away with our expansionist needs and
tendencies, such a transition would
require enormous political and

sociological changes that might be
better avoided.
Settlement of space would also be
wise to ensure the survivability of the
huamn race in the event of a
catastrophe. Military training teaches
that spreading out increases
survivability. It is quite possible that the
Earth could be wiped out by nuclear
war, an ice age, or the same type of
thing that killed the dinosaurs. If we
don't spread out beyond the bounds of
the planet, ther might be no survivors.
The third reason for moving into
space, and my personal favorite, is
because it's fun, pure and simple.
Turning to the cons, Salmon sees
three types of reasons why we might
not go: economic, safety, and political.
Economically, the start-up cost of
space development will be high. There
will be a great deal of dollar, social, and
resource costs involved before a
productive arrangement is made
whereby the space program pays for
itself directly, not via some nebulous
accounting method involving spin-off
technologies that the average layman
has no concept of. These expenses are
going to be hard to swallow for people
who think wer need to solve the
problems on Earth before we do
anything else.
The dangers involved are significant,
as demonstrated by the Challenger
accident. We should not fool ourselves.

More people will die. There is also the
scenario where the military introduces
new exotic weapons to space, thereby
exacerbating existing problems on
earth.
Finally, the political ramificaitons are
deep. Who is going to control societies
in space. Earth? Space societies might
have to be carefully controlled and
highly regulated due to delicate
enviromental balances and the
possibility that some small accident
might completely wipe out an entire
society.
We must pay attention to these jns
as we push outward. We cannot lore
dilssent or turmoil will engu our
efforts, pinning us to our globe
In closing, Salmon posed iveral
questions to muse:
*Who will settle space:
governments, international organi
zations, private industry?
*Who gets what? Will the rich get
richer while the third world nations get
poorer?
*Who will control space? Will there
be a central space authority ? Will
nations extend their boundaries? Will
ther be a sort of controlled anarchy
where people live a BuckRogers-type of
existence, living at their own risk and
responsible to nobody.
*If "earthlings" control "spacers" will
there be a revolt?
*W i l l t h e i r b e a d e c l i n e

nationalism? Nationalism is a relatively
recent invention (about 300 years old)
and virtually all astronauts, U.S. and
Russian alike, have come back and
commented that, viewed from space,
the Earth is obviously one big, fragile
ecosystem with only a thin layer of
atmosphere protecting it from the
vacuum of space; that national barriers
aren't visible from space. There are no
neatly colored patterns showing us
where one country ends and another
begins.
*Will new forms of government be
invented to take advantage of the wide
open space, the inherent interdepen
dence or independence (whichever
evolves) of societies, the sure-to-come
communications capabilities which will
leave nobody isolated, the need for all
people to participate in a society that
requires maximum efficiency and can
afford no freeloaders?
Finally, Salmon recalled that William
James said "war is fun." In the
beginning it is attractive; it gives us a
cause to believe in, honor to fight for,
pride in ourselves. It's a challenge and
the opportunity to perform great deeds.
It's a shot in the arm for a bad economy
. According to James, until we have the
moral equivalent of war we will keep
having war. Could it be, asked Salmon,
that space could be the moral
equivalent we need to end war?

$500,000,000 OF RESEARCH
HELPED CLIFF SHAW PLAY BASEBALL AT AGE 85.
WWWVWy.

W W W W #W W

In N o v e m b e r 1973. CliH'Shaw w a s s t r i c k e n w i t h
cancer.
F o r t u n a t e l y , it w a s d e t e c t e d early e n o u g h . A n d w ith
s u r g e r y ( " l i t f w a s a b l e t o c o n t i n u e li\ i n g a healthy, a c t i v e life.
T h e r e w a s a t i m e w h e n s u c h a d i a g n o s i s w a s virtually
hopeless.
B u t today, c a n c e r is b e i n g b e a t e n . O x e r t h e y e a r s , w e ' v e
s p e n t $5()().()()().()()() in r e s e a r c h . A n d w e ' v e m a d e g r e a t
strides against many forms of cancer.
W i t h early d e t e c t i o n a n d t r e a t m e n t , t h e s u r v ival r a t e
for c o l o n a n d r e c t a l c a n c e r c a n b e a s h i g h a s 75°«. H o d g k i n ' s
d i s e a s e , a s h i g h a s 7 4 % . Breast c a n c e r , a s h i g h a s 9 0 % .
Today, o n e o u t o f t w o p e o p l e w h o get c a n c e r g e t s well.
It's a w h o l e new ball g a m e .

VAMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
*

Help us keep w inning.
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Suggestions for filling time during the waiting process
by Tamatha Annette Brumley
columnist
Waiting for a table in a restaurant has
got to be the worst of all possible forms
of cruel, and unusual punishment. The
furniture (if any is provided) is
uncomfortable for one thing. It is the
stuff they did use in theatre lobbies
before cinema became a corporate
venture with muliple screens. I suppose
one of the more disagreeable aspects
about waiting is that in many
restaurants the waiting patrons have to
watch from a little alcove all the current
diners as they eat, drink, and become
merry. It is not so much that I have to sit
there, but I have to watch everyone else
have a good time while I am not. Of
course, some people love counting
ceiling dots and the hair on the backs of
their hands, and I suppose for them
waiting for a table is the high point of the
evening.
I prefer to dine alone. It is simply a
courtesy to my friends. I eat like a pig
and they should not be exposed to that.
Also, I don't like to talk while I am
eating, and a social event composed of
watching people eat is fairly boring in
my opinion. However, when you dine
alone you have nobody to talk to while
you are waiting for a table. Not that
conversation is ever good under those

circumstances. What can be said? "My,
doesn't the food being served look
delicious? The plants look very nice. I
wonder when they will have a table
open?"
The real problem with the waiting
process is nothing can really be done
with the spare time. If I find something
really interesting, there is always the
problem of becoming engrossed in that
activity. If I become engrossed, I will
probably never hear my name
announced whenever a table finally
becomes available and will have to start
the waiting process all over again.
A similar problem occurs if I am doing
something useful and time-consuming,
but not necessarily engrossing. If I
become involved in anything, whether it
is drawing cartoons, tic-tac-toe
championships, or writing another
column for The Exponent, it will be
interrupted at the most crucial moment
by the summons to a table.
The sad part of everything is the
waiting does not end with reaching the
table. Once seated, depending on the
number of diners in the restaurant, the
number of serving personnel, and their
relative ability as waiters and
waitresses, the waiting process
between getting a menu, getting an
order taken, and getting served can be
anywhere from a few long minutes to
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year! In the 10 years he has been with
UAH, Rieder said, there has been only
one suit paid out, and that reflects
either very good care taken by the
University or very good luck.
There is a $5 million lawsuit now
going on, and the trend is toward
greater and greater litigation every
where. While UAH has done well so
far, the future may not go as well, he
said.
Fortunately, Alabama is one of the
few states left to recognize full
immunity for the state. The state
cannot be sued, but lawmakers are
always trying to do away with
"sovereign immunity," and it may fall
soon in the last holdout states.
Since the University is construed to
be part of the state, it is immune to suit
in court. It follows that its employees or
agents (Board of Directors, President,
faculty, and so on) are also immune to
suit when acting within the capacity of
their jobs. But, said Rieder, they can be
sued as individuals when not acting
within the capacity of their jobs. That's
the bad news.
The good news is that some 10 years
or so ago, when the insurance market
dropped out of universities, UAH
realized that it needed to start a fund of
its own. Called the Comprehensive
General Liability Fund, its function is to
pay any judgment against an employee.
The fund is contributed to by the
university and is held by a bank. The
students are not covered by this fund
unless they are student employees or
quasi-employees—paid SGA officers,
housing managers, and the like. This
fund is part of the service component of
a faculty position, as was published in a
notice previously.
Regarding faculty advisors and other
volunteers, Rieder said, there is a
question of maximum or minimal
involvement in activities. Usually it is
minimal, such as advising on policy or
procedures. The more that someone is
involved in activities, the greater the
potential for liability, he advised.
However, when someone volunteers
he may be assumed to be held to a
standard. But the law must recognize a
duty before a person can be judged as
having been careless and thus be liable.

by Katie Ceci
news reporter

Featuring

May 12th
8 p.m.

Reider lectures liability
On field trips, cruises, and similar
excursions, waivers of release are
usually held as protection against
liabilty.
But it is possible for the
university to assume liability by
implication if their ad was to say they
undertook to supervise the conduct of
students. Usually, they do not.
Waivers are also signed to allow
participation in HPE classes and they
may or may not provide protection for
the university (Remember the
ambiguity promised?). Courts con
sider waivers, and in Alabama they are
usually valid, but each circumstance
would be evaluated.
Likewise in hazing cases, the court
has at times ruled that the university is
or is not liable, depending on whether
or not a "special" relationship with
student and university, to protect the
student, existed.
Having a student sign a waiver
accepting risk and stating that they are
not subject to supervision (as in a ski
outing) may likely be viewed by law as
protection against the university's
liability.
You have a claim if university
equipment fails, but since the university
is immune in court, it may or may not be
against an individual. There is a State
Board of Adjustment in Montgomery to
review claims and if the university is
negligent, it pays them.
A university research assistant is a
university employee or agent, and if you
supervise or direct him, you may have
what is termed "vicarious liability"
institutionally if you act in the capacity
of your job.
You have liability
individually, though, if you act outside
the capacity of your job.
As an
example, if you commit a tort, you
weren't "hired" to commit a tort, so that
would be, as an individual, liability.
Your best protection is to know and
adhere to university policy—read the
catalogue (page 67 covers alcohol
abuse) and the rest of the "student
code" (pages 85-86). In Alabama the
legal drinking age is 21, not 19. But age
19 is the state's legal adult age-unless
the person is emancipated by marriage
at an earlier date. Confusing? Very!

Curb-breaking in honor
of the disabled

World Famous

$5.00 Advance
$6.00 Door

whenever the Atlanta Braves win the familiar with the waiting process; my
taste buds need periodic rejuvenation.
World Series.
In the end, I suppose it is not a total And for those of you who are
waste of time. There is probably not a wondering, yes, this was composed
restaurant in town that cooks worse waiting for a table.
than me. That is why I became so

^

May

^

Hard Bodies Contest
Free Trip to Riviera Las Vegas,
All Expense Paid

Civic leaders, local celebrities and
the news media participated in a curbbreaking ceremony Friday, May 6.
Huntsville Rehabilitation Complex was
the stage for the event, held in honor of
National Barrier Awareness Day.
President Ronald Reagan proclaimed
this day in 1986 as National Barrier
Awareness Day to draw attention to the
barriers faced by persons with
disabilities in the work enviroment.
This year, attitudal and enviromental
barriers were acknowledged.
In acknowledgement of these
barriers, Huntsville Mayor Joe Davis

took a sledgehammer to a curb to
"break the barriers" faced by people.
Other dignitaries that participated
included Mike Gillespie and Roy Stone,
according to David Perez, employment
coordinator of the complex. News
media also attended the ceremony.
Two employees from UAH, Dr. Gary
Biller, director of Student Development
Services, and Dr. Leatha Bennett, were
invited to attend Friday's ceremony.
UAH, as a post-secondary institution,
has worked closely with the
rehabilitation center, according to
Bennett, assistant director of student
development services.
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Classified
Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential. 131
Longwood Drive. 533-9228.
Office Hours: 8-5, Mon-Sat
Phone Information until 8 p.m.

PREGNANT
NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

533-3526

FRAUD AND FALSEHOOD IN Tt
HOLOCAUST STORY? Where?
How much? Why? For free imfi»* »:n»
call or write: Commitee for Open ' •
the Holocaust (CODOH), PO Box
Los Angeles CA., 90093, c/o Bracilev Sn.

GovemmentTHomesTonTljL^T^
repair). Foreclosures, Repos & Tax
Deliquent Property. Call (Refundable)
1-518-459-3734 for your Directory.
24HRS.

BORROW $100$100,000! Instant
reply!
Rush stamped addressed
envelope: Service, 804 Old Thorsby

Sales Opportunity
10k Part-time 18k Full-time
Safe Water Systems 837-1427

Road^lanton^labam^504^45^^
Nuclear Engineer Training

NEED MONEY? When Banks Stop ...
We Start... No credit checks, collateral
Commission Circular Mailers!
or co-signers. For application write: Guaranteed 95% Commission from our
Global, Box 112, Verbena, Alabama circulars. Send $2.00 for any amount
36091-0112. Enclose envelope.
and SASE for Opportunity Offers.

Graduate level Nuclear Engineer training
is now being offered to exceptional
college graduates and students with
backgrounds in Math, Physics,
Chemistry and Engineering. Training
leads to positions in such areas as
nuclear reactor operations and
maintance, research and instruction. A
good pay, benefits, guaranteed
advancement bonuses. Scholarship
programs available for college Jr. & Sr.
For more information call: Naval
Management Programs 1-800-251-2516
Outside Tenn. OR 1-800-342-8629 In
Tenn.

Major Health Concern
Be safe from chlorinated or
contaminated Municipal water. At 3.64 a
gallon and less, Eat and Drink with
bottled water. Quality water Anywhere
at Any water supply.
Safewater Systems
837-1427
Lonely? Need a Date?
Write Datetime, 1319 Jenkins Avenue
Suite C, Norman, Oklahoma 73072

ATTENSION: EXCELLENT INCOME
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. INFO
CALL 504-646-1700 Dept. P1851

King Crossword
ACROSS
1. Large
bundle
5. Music
character
9. Landed
estate
(Eng.)
10. Kingly *
12. On top
13. Unit of
distance
15. Foreman
1(>. Neon
(sym.)
17. Southeast
(abbr.)
18. To assem
ble, as
troops
20. Soles of
shoes
22. Often
(poet.)
25. Fissures
2<>. Tall candle
28. Strange

(sym.)
5. Top of a
wave
6. Rental
contract
7. Ovum
(Bot.)
8. Rural
deity
(Rom.
Myth.)
9. Master of
plant
any art
40. Arabian
11.
Sheltered
chieftain
side
41. Quiet
42. Accumulate 13. Destruction
15. Unde
43. To close
veloped
hermetically
flowers
44. Low, full
18. Small rug
plant
19. Heavy cord
DOWN
1. Pounded
2. Wild ox
(Celebes)
3. Cut off
the top
4. Erbium
29. Swiss city
30. Climbed
33. Man s
nickname
34. Excla
mation
30. Small
particle
37. Part of
"to be"
38. Flowering

21. Finishes
23. Excited
24. Merchants
20. Abound
27. Particle of
addition
29. Glisten
31. Kind of lily
32. Ring-shaped
coral island
34. Type
measures
34. Head
coverings
37. Wine re
ceptacles
39. Recline
40. Ostrich-like
bird
42. Jewish month
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A Few spare Hours? Receive/forward
mail from home! Uncle Sam works hard you pocket hundreds honestly! Details,
send self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145, Tucson, AZ
85731.
A professional resume will help you get
that job you want! Expert print, Format,
and composition. Reasonably priced.
Professional Resume Service
1200 Jordan Ln. 3 533-3360

FLAY: (by Vic Martin) Read the list ot words Look at the puzzle. You'll find these words
m all directions — horizontally, vertically, diagonally, backwards Draw a circle around
each letter of a word found in the puzzle, then strike it off the list Circling it wilt show a
letter has been used but will eave it visible should H also lorm part of another word. Find
the big words first. When letters of all listed words are circled, you'll have the given
number of letters left over They'll spell out the answer

HINT: Best of both leagues (2 words, 5 letters, 4 letters)

L E F

E S O C N O R B N A S U V
D B H E L M E T T Y M G I
S E C O N D E E O B S A K
K A S U P R R B L T E E

PART TIME - HOME MAILING
PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details,
send self-addressed, stamped envelope.
WEST, Box 5877, Hillside, NJ 07205.

TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 07066.

MagicMaze

R A I D E R S N O I

RESORT HOTELS, Cruiselines, Airlines
& Amusement Parks NOW accepting
applications for summer jobs,
internships and career positions. For
information & application; write National
Collegiate Recreation, P.O. Box 8074
Hilton Head Island, SC 29938.

29

28

•

HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP
PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite 222
Norman, OK 73069.

24

27

26

26

23

22

THE SIMMONS COMPANY
1570 Hudson Ave., San Fran., CA
94124

Hiring Today! Top Pay! Work at
Home. No experience needed. Write
Cottage Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins.
Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

19

I

21

20

•
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18

17
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7

6

16
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Crossword Solutions
on page
14

Wanted: Two Hard Working, honest
workers, Flexible hours. Apply at
Subway Sandwiches, 2900 F Triana
Blvd. Crossroads Center, 533-9799. Ask
for the manager.

I

I R P A C A W E E N L L N
N S S E L O S J D £ G S G
S S P R C A R D I N A . L S
T T O U C H D O W N E L T
N N I K I C K O F F B I N
A U N W O D O L A O G B I
I P T H I R D R A Y W L A
G U A R D S R E L E E T S
B—Bears, Bills, Broncos; C—Cardinals, Cowboys;
D—Down; E—Eagles, End; F—Fumbles; G—Giants, Goal,
Guard; H—Helmet; I—Intercept; J—Jets; K—Kickoff;
L—Lateral, League, Lions; P—Pass, Point, Punt;
R—Raiders, Redskins; S—Saints, Second, Steelers;
T—Third, Touchdown; V—Vikings; Y—Yard

ACROSS
1 Letterman
lead-in
7 Lewis' Labor
Day labor
9 Sheikdom
of song
10 "One — Time!"
11 Not so much
12 Little
brother?
13 Rather's
network
14 Skid Row
denizen
15 Primitive:
prefix
16 Won against
Kasparov
17 Nonsense
19 Evans and
Ronstadt

DOWN
1 Brainy?
2 "Amo am as,
1 love — "
3 Robt. E.
Lee's men
4 Eyesore?
5 "Gracious!"
6 Slate
names

12 Alaskan
city
14 Hospital
section
16 Checker
18 Roman 51

7 Ogden Nash
said it
was
"walcum"
8 Insignifi
cant person
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Attention College Grads or soon to be...

18

i9

VISA OBTAINED EASILY! Been
Turned Down? Bankrupt? No Credit?
No Problem! Write Immediately for
Details! Credit-Ql, Box 297, Mount
Olive, Alabama 35117.
Enclose
envelope!

I

16

i~7

Attention Greeks
National Greek Week Vacation
Promoters Wanted. EARN HIGH
COMMISSIONS, FREE CARRIBBEAN
VACATIONS AND AIRLINE
TICKETS! Meet people and gain
recognition on your campus as a
National Greek Week Promoter. Call toll
free 1-800-525-1638 and ask for
Entertainment Tours.

B

Toyota is offering no down payment to
any college grad with job placement.
This offer is available for any car Toyota
makes. Call Jay at 536-0507 for more
information.
Professional Desk Top Publishing and
Word-Processing at an affordable price.
We prepare Resumes, Cover Letters,
Papers, Theses, Dissertations, and
Flyers. We can print your WordStar and
WordPerfect files on our LaserJet
printer.
Call 881-7144 for pricing
information.
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For signs of life, check the pulse ..

•AA-

pulse:

events
and announcements
an?

•Panoply '88 soon to transform Big Spring Park into a dazzling display
Panoply '88 will soon be here and
once again, Big Spring Park will be
transformed into a dazzling display of
activities. The outdoor arts festival will
be held on May 13-15. An impromptu
parade, in which children are
encouraged to bring an instrument and
march through the park to officially
open Panoply at 5:30 on Friday evening,
will be the first event.
Over 175 events will be taking place
over the three-day weekend, which has
become a major tourism event for the
city.
A few of the nationally-known artists
to appear at Panoply '88 are: - Jim
Connor, described as the finest living
banjo player, will perform in his play,
"Clunny and Florella." - Jazz Dance
Theatre South, under the direction of
Marcus Alford, who was at one time an
athletic trainer under Coach "Bear"
Bryant. -- The Mask Man, a monologue
performed by Larry Hunt who uses 30
characters to discuss the historical and
cultural aspects of the mask. -- Janet

Chi Omega
The Kappa Kappa chapter of Chi
Omega has some really exciting news
this week. Some members have
received recognition for their abilities,
two became engaged, we got a great
new pledge, had a fantastic mixer, and
gave a terrific party.
The sisters of Chi Omega would like
to thank the brothers of Delta Chi for
the great mixer!! We all really had a
terrific time! We hope you had a good
time, too.
SGA held a banquet and some Chi
Omega's were honored for their
dedication. Congratulations to
Margaret Balmut who was commended
for her fine job as Special Events
assistant director for ACE. Paige
Brannum and Monique Towne were
honored for their outstanding
performances as SGA legislators. And
Jeanne Picht is SGA Person of the Year
for all her hard work and perseverance
as an SGA legislator. Congratulations
to all of you!! Great going!!
On Tuesday, May 3, Chi Omega
pledged a really wonderful person,
Tammy Scott!! We are so proud to
welcome you!! Congratulations!!
Two candle-lightings have been held
recently by Ellen Ferrel and Michelle
Roberson to announce their
engagements!! Congratulations!! We
wish you both all the best for your
future!
On Saturday, May 7, the chapter
held a Lu-Owl! Thank you to all the
people who attended and made it so
fun!! Also, we would like to thank all the
people who helped plan the party and
wrought food. It was a fabulous LuOwl!!
And last, but definitely not least, the
sisters of Chi Omega would like to
thank our special friend, Vance
George, for all the love and support he
has given us over the years!! Chaka
Khan!!

Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta would like to congratulate
the newly initiated big brothers. They
are John Petit, Kenn Satterfield, Hank
delper, Mark Tillman, Byron Headrick,
Scott Van Zant, Zachary Wood,
Joachim Thoenes, David Fasano,

McLaughlin, whose energetic style is
demonstrated with original tunes and
favorite traditional songs. Local and
regional talent will be very visible at
Panoply as music and dance schools,
elementary schools and high schools
will bring their best performances to
share. The Metropolitan Youth
Orchestra and the Huntsville Youth
Orchestra will perform.
Several colleges and universities
from throughout the state are sending
music, dance and theatre groups to
perform. The UAH Village Singers, the
Oakwood College Choir, and the
Alabama A&M Jazz Band will
entertain.
Other very popular events are the
choreography, acting and music
composition competitions. These
events have become showcases for
excellent new, upcoming talents.
Performers from across the Southeast
have participated in the competitions.
The visual Arts Tent will feature the
best in one-and-two demensional art

works. These participants were also
chosen competitively and only the best
were selected to participate. And all the
works are for sale.
Of course, there are many "hands
on" activities and demonstrations to
increase even the youngest child's
awareness of art and the creative
process. The Hands-On Area, the
Discovery Area, and the Demonstra
tion Area should not be missed. Here,
the child, under supervision, can make
his own work of art or become part of a
very large sculpture or mosiac. There is
an area where a child can experiment
with musical instruments, see the
television puppet, Tyro B. Ginner who
lives at the Huntsville Public Library or
hear Mr. Ben tell an amazing tale.
Several local restaurants will have a
wide variety of foods - from snacks to
meals - so the Panoply goer can spend
all day.
Fireworks will be the grand finale on
both Friday and Saturday nights.
Panoply is striving and succeeding, to

fulfill its commitment "to increase arts
awareness and involvement in the
arts."

Discover scuba and
help Jerry's kids
Southeastern Divers, Inc., will
sponsor a "Discover Scuba" event to
benefit the Muscular Dystrophy
Association (MDA). For a $10 donation
to MDA, participants will receive
instruction in scuba diving provided by
a certified diving instructor, followed by
an underwater experience.
The event will be held Thursday,
June 2. All proceeds will benefit MDA.
To register, please visit SDI at 2504
Memorial Parkway, SW in Huntsville.
For more information, call SDI at
536-8404.

ASSE looking for homes to host
exchange students

Danny Mitchell, Paul O'Connor, Jim
Sentell, Pat Sanders, Jim Maclean,
Chris Jones, Chris Shadix, Joey
Thorton, David Barett, Everett Brooks,
Dale Field, David Smith, Frank Simon,
and Randall Hoosier.
American Scandinavian Student
Delta Zeta would also like to thank all
the guys that made our annual crush Exchange (ASSE, International) would
party a huge success. We are already like to introduce you to some very
special people.
looking forward to next year's.
Exceptional high school students
In sports, DZ volleyball team is
undefeated with a 2-0 record. Ask the from Scandinavia, France, Australia,
Sigma Chis just how tough we are. DZ Germany, Holland, Great Britain and
recently took on a volleyball challenge Spain are looking forward to spending
with Sigma Chi and defeated them. In the upcoming academic year in
return, the Sigma Chis will take the America as exchange students. Local
DeeZee team out to eat. Tough luck, families are needed to host students in
the South Central region.
guys! Better Luck next time!
The students are between 15-18

Alpha Tau Omega
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
would like to thank those who attended
the annual ATO Viking Party on April
30. The chapter would like to thank
brother Stan Jacobs who worked hard
to make the party successful.
The brothers of ATO would like to
congratulate winning candidates of the
1988-1989 Student Government
Association. Theta Pi would
particularly like to congratulate brother
Paul O'Connor, who won the election
for finance officer in a landslide; new
legislators, brothers George Bell and
Joe Plorin; and brother Stan Jacobs
who won a seat on the Publicity Board.
ATO will be looking for these and the
rest of the SGA, both old and new
members, to work hard for the student
body next year.
Theta Pi would also like to
congratulate the ATO volleyball team
which is now undefeated after their
victory over the Bumpers and Spikers.
ATO would also like to congratulate the
ATO Suds Co-ed soft ball team that
remains undefeated after beating the
Basselopes 21-7. The chapter would
like to congratulate Sigma Chi Gamma
and Delta Chi for their wins over the
ATO softball team and the Taus
volleyball team respectively.

years old, are fluent in English, fully
insured and have their own spending
money. They expect to share house
hold responsibilities and be included in
family activities.
If you are interested in becoming an
ASSE host family or would like more
information, please contact:
Jean Simon
1508 Chandler Drive
Huntsville, AL 35801
(205)881-3873

Association for Computing Machinery
hosts object-oriented programming
On Wednesday, May 18, the will be held at 12:15 p.m., in the
Association for Computing Machinery University Center, Room 126.
(ACM) will be presenting a lecture on
Object-oriented coding is a relatively
object-oriented programming. UAH is new branch of computer science and
honored to have Dr. John Herring of therefore information is limited in this
Intergraph, Corp., who was heavily area. UAH is very fortunate to have
involved in the research that led to a someone of the caliber of Herring to
major breakthrough in this intricate share his knowledge in this area.
field of computer science. The meeting
All students are welcome to attend.
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kinko'S
Great copies.Great people.

WE WORK AS LATE AS YOU DO
Open early, Open late, Open 7 days
Hours:
Mon - Thurs. .. .•
Friday
Saturday
Sundav

7:30am - 9:00pm
7:30am - 8:00pm
9:00am - 5:00pm
1:00pm - 5:00pm

3014 University Dr. NW

534-6203
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ENTERTAINMENT
CONCERTSMOVIESHOROSCOPEMUSICPUZZLESGOSSIPSOAPSEXHIBITSCONCERTSMOVI

"Bell, Book and Candle" puts on good show
May 5-7 at 8:15 p.m. and May 8 at
1:30 p.m., the UniversityPlayhouse
presented "Bell, Book and Candle" at
the Von Braun Civic Center Playhouse.
Victoria Wright-Pirkle gave a good
performance as Gillian, an attractive
young witch in modern-day New York.
As Shep Henderson, a book publisher
who falls in love with Gillian after she
puts a spell on him, Scott Biss gave a
less energetic, but believable,

performance.
production, which updated the play,
"Bell, Book and Candle" was
The play offered excellent written in the 1950s, to the present. It sponsored by the Association for
supporting performances from Gina was directed by Anne Cleaver.
Campus Entertainment (ACE).
Atkins as Gillian's eccentric Aunt
Queenie, Fred Griswald as her
mischievous brother Nicky, and Tom
Dahm as Sidney Redlitch, an author of
books on witchcraft who is "a drunk
and a nut".
The set and costumes were very
appropriate and attractive for the

"Memoirs of a Movie Palace"
finishes Hollywood's
golden age

"Memoirs of a Movie Palace," the last
film in the Huntsville Museum of Art
series "The Golden Age of Hollywood"
will be shown on Tuesday, May 17, at
noon and 7 p.m. in the museum
auditorium.
In the 1930s, '40s, and '50s, going to
the movies was also an architectural
adventure. Some of us still remember
the splendor of the American film
palace - that magical place whose
fantastical decor put us in the mood for
make-believe.
In these days of multi-cinema
complexes designed strictly for

business, it's important to remember
that once all our senses were catered
to, and on every Main Street was found
a castle of dreams, where even buying
the popcorn was a sensual experience.
"Memoirs of a Movie Palace" was
produced by Michael Blackwood. It is a
color film, and lasts 45 minutes.
While you're at the Museum, don't
miss the exhibition, Glamour and
Allure: The Hollywood Photographs of
George Hurrell. Admission to the film
and the exhibition is free. For more
information, call the Museum at 5354350.

Give a
hoot.

A Man's Gotta Do
What A Man's
Gotta Do
All young men have one responsibility in
common. They h;ive t<> register with selective
Service within SO.days of'their IHth birthday. All it
takes is five minutes at any |*>st < itficc ti > till < >ut a
simple form. So if you know a y< >ung man about t<
turn IK. remind him to register h'>«ine«if those
things he's got tpdo,
I

Don't
pollute.

Register with Selective Service
It's quick. It's easy. And it's the lau\
v :<UI>IK

M-IVKJ-mtxjvc

Paint a picture... not a rock.

• >i ihi« i-iivi jti. i, jni! >t k. PJV > r.V.»K- .

Y)u're smart enough to calculate
the size of a Hydrogen atom.

Cobb fTlovies

Spend Friday night with us.
Both films start Friday 13th.

THE TERROR CONTINUES
THIS FRIDAY
|r "|pi&2 >&«cT

Bargain
Matinees

j

What "Police Academy"
did to law enforcement...
These guys do to
scouting!

JASON IS BACK.
BUT THIS TIME
SOMEONE'S WAITING.

fnHAY
mi#*
mw-

m HEW BLOOD
A PARAMOUNT PIClURt
NEW

And you're still smoking?
U.S. Department ol Health & Human Services

t 830 6829 • M»d>»on Sou»r MallJ

_£T!J-RE5
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Teacher Evaluation
I would like to thank those people who helped Grading Scheme
make this possible: Eric Colley, Ralph Drensek,
1 through 5, 1-excellent, 5-poor
Everett Brooks and Rhonda Kyle. The comments
This survey evaluated the instructors students
that people wrote will be published in the next had during the fall term, 1987. Instuctors were
Exponent.
evaluated based on the following considerations:

Abi-Akar
Abushagur / EE 315
Adami
Allen
Anderson / PH 113
Asherbranner
Benn
Bennett
Benette
Biggs
Biglari / EE 305
Gary Biller / ED 113
Bond / EC 142
Philip Borton / MA 134
Boyer
Brainerd / ME 493
Brevdo
Brooks / MGT 301
Brown / CJ 370
Bryson / ACC 431
Budge / EE 506
Burger / MKT 301
Cantey / MA 151
Carter / PY 103 .
Coffield / Py 203 & 107
Cates / BLS 211
Chipman
Cites / PH 101
Coffield / PY 103 & 207
Colciough / SIC 102
Colby / CH 105
Conteras / MU 230
Cost / ME 362
Crabb / MU 390 & 341
Dales / MU 425
Dasher / ARH
Davis, Liza / ZH 101
Dempsey / ART
Dillard / EH 470 & 205
Duthe / PH 541
Elmore / ACC 312
Emslie / PH 111
Engler / ME 493
EZELL / MA 033
Finley / SOC 106
Flajdd
Forte / MA 244
Frost / EH
Gilbert
Geetha / CH 101 lab
Alt Gilbers/ CH 123
Garstka
Gregory / Ph 111 & 112; CH 101
Godsey
Groves / MU 399
Haas / EE 383
Gregory / CH 119
Halijak / EE 313
Ho / EE 436
Hodges / SOC 200
Holt / MA 121
Hooper / EH 102
Howell
Hurst / Ph 111

Ability to
Communicate
5
2
1
1
1
1
1.5
1
5
2
2
1.375
1
1
5
1
3
1.66
4
2
3
1.5
5
4
2.667
2.5
1
2
1.667
1
3
3
2.5
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
4.5
1
2.5
2
2
2
2.5
2
2
4
1
4
1.75
2
1
3.33
2.667
3.33
1.5
1
2
1.5
1
3

=

Attitude towards
Students

Fairness in
Grading

3
2.33
2
1.5
2
1.5
1
1
5
1
1
1.18
1
1
3
1.5
4
1.33
4
2
3
2
4
2
2
2
2
1
3.667
1
1
3
3.5
1
1
1
1
2
3.33
1
3.5
2
1.5
1
2.5
2
1
2
3
3
2
2
1.5
1
1i
1.667
3.33
3
2
1
1.5
1.5
1
3

3
4.33
2
1.5
2
1.5
iX
1
4
2
1
1.18
1
1•
5
1.5
n4
2.667
2
2
5
3
2
1.667
1.33
2
2
1
1.667
1
1
.1
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
2
2
2
1.5
1
2.5
3
2
1
2
1
3
2
2.5
1.5
1
1
3.33
2.33
3.5
1
2
4
1
4

Overall
Teaching Ability

!

Instructors

=

!

0

Sincerely,
David Barrett—
Vice President SGA

5
3.33 average
1
1
1
1
1.5 average
1
5
3
3
1.09
1
1
5
1.5 average
3 average
2 average
4
2
3
2
4
3.667 average
1.33 average
2.5 average
1.5 average
1
3.33
1
2
3
2.5
1
1
1
1
5
2.667 average
2
4
2
2.5
1
2.5
2
1.5
2
1
3
2
3
1.5
2
1
3.666
3
3.667
1
1
1
4
1
3
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Hutchens / EE 492
Johnson, C.D. / EE 425
James / Psy 302
Jordan
Justinger / AC 211
Karr / ME 342
Kaukler / ME 294
Kaylor / CM 201
Kim / EE 510
Lavan / EH 102
Linbeck / AC 212
Loo / CH 101
Louza / EE 414
Luther / EH 205
Mackey
McDougall
Maples / PRM 303
McMahan / EH 101
McManus / CH 331
Martin, Carter / EH 206
Margolis / PSC 135
Mebane / EH 360
Martin / EH 206
Morales / MA 233
Movsad / ISE 321
Neal / HPE 116
D. Nicastro / MA 105
M. Nicastro
Nilson / EH 508
Neff / EH 300
Paul / EC 142
Peacock / SOC 100
Pierce / PY 103
Polge / FH
Popadopolous / ME 271
Pottinger / AHS 392
Poularikas/ EE 382
Razaee / AC 415
Prasthofer / ME 198
Reasoner / EE 300
Romine / EE 416
Robinson / SH 102
Riley / NS 112
Roach, Carol / CM 113
Rochowrak / PHL 101
Roach / MA 352 & 233
Rogers / ME 271
Romine
Sang / FORTRAN
Schutzenhofer
Schal / MA 119
Serord / CH 125
Setzer / NS 111
Shanker / EH 206
Shields / HY 101
Smith / ME 341
Shih / ME 454
Stanford / MIS 385
Stensby / EE 383
Syder / PRM 302
Singer / EH 101
Singh / EE 307
Schenker / EH 206 & 300
Schroeder / EC 239
Setzer / NS 111
Shields / HY 413
Singh / EH 101
Smalley / PH 111
Stafford / MSC 287
Sullins / PY 203
Sweeney / FIN 301
Thompson / MIS 201
Thompson / ME 396
Trish
Tseng / MIS 340
Tyagai / MSC 287
Wallace / ME 370
Watson / MA 119
Wesley / EE 310
Whillock / CM 433
Valasse / FH 101 & 102
Vargus / OPT 342
Ziebarth / CS 108
Zhe/.EE 305

1.5
1.33
3
3
2
1.5
3.33
2.5
5
1
2
3
4
2
3.5
2
3
1
3
4
1
1
2
3
5
1
2.5
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
2.33
3.5
3.5
4
3
2.5
2
1
3
1
3
3.5
2
5
3
3
2
3
1
1
2.66
2
2
3
1
2
1
2
1.5
1.5
5
2
1
2.33
2.33
3.5
2
1
3
5
1
3
5
1
4.667
5
2
5

1.5
2.66
2
1
1.5
1.5
3.66
4
4
1.5
3.5
2

2.5
1
3.5
2
2

1
4
3
1
2
2
2

4
1
1.5
1

1
1
1.5
1
3
2

1
4
1.667
2
2.5
4
1
1

2
3
3
1
1
2.5
1
4
1
3
3
3
1
3
2
2
1
3
1.25
1.5
1
3
3.5
1.5
4
2
1.5
1
2
3.5
2
1
2

4.66
1
1
3
1
3
4
2
4

1
1.66
2
1
1.75
1.5
2.33
3.5
2
1.5
2
3
2.5
2
3.5
3
2
1
3
3
1
1
2
2.5
4
1
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
4
2.33
2
2.5
4
2
1.5
2
2
3
1
2
4
1
3
2
3
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
3
2.25
2.5
1
4
3
1.5
3
o
t*.
1
1
2.33
3.5
1
1
1
5
2
2
3.5
1
4
4
2
5

1.5
1.33
3
3
2.5
2
3.66
4
5
2
2.5
3
4
2.33
4
5
3
1
3
4
1
1
2
2.5
4
2.5
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1.333
4
2.667
3
3.5
4
3
3
2
2
4
1
3
4
1
5
3
3
2
3
2
2
2.66
2
3
3
1
2
1
3
2.5
1.5
4
2
1
2
2.666
4
2
1
2
5
2
3
4.5
1
4
5
2
5
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5gap ^IXpiaic^/
AU My Children: Natalie realized the intruder she shot dead was really
Silver. In a panic, she hid the body. Palmer found it, and dropped it in a lake on
his estate. In Charleston, Aunt Dina dropped a bombshell, revealing it was their
father who made it look as if Jackson, not Travis, was responsible for their sister
Christina's death. Jeremv had visions of a troubled Natalie. At the prison farm
Jeb probed for information about Palmer and Nina. Wait To See: Piqeon'
Hollow invades Pine Valley.
Another World: Cass pocketed an important memo he found and realized
Drew might be involved in the Cory take-over attempt. He set up an
unsuspecting Nicole on a date with Drew, and listened in on them with a hidden
bug. Jason saved Mary from an overzealous reporter. John was shocked tosee
VV. f^L.'ost k°y» at the hospital. Sam kept mum about blurry vision.
Wait To See: Amanda faces a shocking revelation.
A?
.World Turns: Andy saw Laura leave Bob's room dressed in a
negligee. Lien caught Laura watching Bob through the window. After joining
Lyla and Margo in Greece, Casey found a sick and weak Craig in prison. Iva flew
to Chicago with Kirk Anderson, the man Lucinda hired. Duncan and Shannon
hailed the end of the family curse and she pressed him to make a decision about
m
Seth learne<? Sabrina wed Colin. Wait To See: A surprise for Iva.
Bold & The Beautiful: Stephanie was afraid Clarke might reveal the secrets
she had confided in him. Clarke was afraid of what Eric might do to him. Donna
managed to get Stephen to admit he might come home. Caroline's jealousy over
Brooke flared. Margo insisted Clarke had to continue pushing Eric on the
showstopper. Wait To See: Stephanie risks losing Eric.
Dallas: Sue Ellen had little time to gloat over her triumph after she realized
cou(d folIow through on his threat to make sure she would never see their
n
l° a3ain. Clayton was numbed by Ellie's decision about his future at
oouthfork. Connie seemed more determined than ever to push her way deeper
into the life of an increasingly desperate Ray Krebs. Bobby felt Kay had become
a very important part of his life. Wait To See: Cliffs decision to work with
Wendell could backfire.
Days Of Our Lives: Emilio's sister, April, volunteered to work at the
Center. Jack continued his vendetta against Patch and Kayla and paid Emilio to
spy on the community Center. Paula was attacked. She and Frankie went to the
Police where she confessed it was Frankie who was the real witness to the
murder Shane insisted Gabrielle stay with him until the knifer was caught.
Kimberly asked Nick to be her pimp when she goes undercover to bait the
attacker. Roman and Justin set up a sting operation. Wait To See: Shane gets
shocking news.
, ^ ' c b a r d f e a r e d f o rt h es a f e t yo fh i sfamilya st h et h r e a tf r o m
the I hirteen became more intense. Maggie begged John Remick to help.
Angela,,in an unusual alliance with Richard, faced the "Thirteen." Lance went to
Me issa s aid as she searched for the lock to fit the key. What the key opens may
well hold the secret to Angela's destruction. Eric followed Rosemont's
instructions. Carly got news that could change her relationship with Dan. Wait
To See: A secret meeting could prove dangerous for Angela.
General Hospital: Cheryl refused to consider a kidney transplant and
snuck out of GH. Unaware that he was playing into Scott's plans to cause
turmoil, Robert demanded to know how Cheryl could have gotten out unseen.
Olivia got into Cheryl's apartment and took out a gun when Robert entered
unexpectedly. Sean and Felicia ran into a stone-walling government official in
their search for Frisco. Terry turned down Patrick's bid for a date. Wait To

King Features Synd.

Aries (Mar. 21 to April 19) On the
surface, it will appear as if everything
were going very well for you regarding
your career. However, watch out for
someone who's deceiving you behind
the scenes.
Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20) While it
seems there are some cloudy times
ahead with certain friends, these will be
very minor disagreements. By week's
end, all will be going smoothly on the
social scene. Enjoy!
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) While it
may irritate you a bit, this is a week best
devoted to paying attention to detail. If
you do, you'll find youself ending the
week on a very productive, satisfied
note.
Cancer (June 21 to July 22) Watch
out this week. Your overly sensitive
nature will lead you to make a mountain
out of molehill concerning an imagined
slight from someone close to you.
Listen to advice from others.
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22) While you
will make major strides at work this
week , you may find a co-worker to be a
bit too demanding. Let this person
know that you take orders only from

by Seli Groves
King Features Syndicate

See: Lucy has news, but no one seems to want to listen.
Guiding Light: Sonnie was shocked to hear her father had been killed in a
car accident. George warned Harley not to mess things up between himself and
Cam. Ross chastised Rusty for going to Nicky's without a gun. Ross then
examined a stunned Rose as if he were the district attorney. Josh told Philip to
go ahqpd with the merger. Alan set up a romantic date to woo Reva into
accepting a real marriage proposal. Will's statements raised suspicions with the
police. Wait To See: Rusty and Rose encounter a new complication.
Knots Landing: Jill, who had been scheming revenge against Val, set up an
iron-clad alibi for herself. Mack was shocked when his investigation of Manny
Vasquez was stopped by the government. He, Karen, Abbey and Gary were
upset to learn the government was protecting the drug runner as a matter of
national security. Meanwhile, Paige, Johnny and Michael were in danger from
Vasquez strong arm tactics in Mexico. Wait To See: Val is unaware of the
next step in Jill's cruel plan for her.
Loving: Sensing that Clay really cared for Ava as a wife and Trisha as a
daughter, Kate reassured Ava his secret was safe with her. Trisha got Clay to
give Jeff another chance at Alden Enterprises. Cabot showed his obvious
preference for Dan in Shana's life. Wait To See: Stacy realizes she may have to
make a choice she dreads.
One Life To Live: 1888 Storyline: After meeting with Clear Eyes again, Clint
came to believe he'd never get back home and proposed to Ginny, who
accepted. 1988 STORYLINE: Kevin believed Blaize's story that she had seen
Clint in the past. He gave her the keys to the Arizona ranch, telling her how Clint
disappeared, and how she might get back home the same way. Renee was
arrested in the hospital for poisoning Asa although she insisted she didn't know
now the poison got into his vitamins. George knocked Steve out with a poker
after Steve caught him sneaking pictures of Bo out of the family album. Blaize
J?.und Steve and called for a doctor before leaving on her ride into the desert on
o'
-See: Clint's "wedding day" holds a few surprises.
Ryan s Hope: Lizzie agreed to marry John Reici. Zena turned aside Ryan's
attempts to make peace with her. Ryan began working on a story about a
gangster named George Anthony. With Chaz's help, she learned his real name
is Donoso. Dakota told John Reid to move out of the Recreation Center. Wait
To See: A mystery man turns up to help solve a bigger mystery.
Santa Barbara: Cruz reassured a disappointed Eden that one day they
would have a baby. At the hospital, Scott told Tori they would have to keep her
baby overnight, and suggested she call her son's father. Jeffrey panicked after
finding Pamela lying motionless with an empty pill bottle nearby. Mason gave
Julia a ring and promised it was only the first of the good things he'd do for her.
Wait To See: Eden and Cruz face a surprising new development in their lives.
Young & The Restless: Kay fretted that her decision to help Danny might
jeopardize her marriage to Rex. Jill fretted that Jack's return as head of the
men's line might jeopardize her career. Joanna fretted that Lauren was making
a big mistake bringing Victor into her company. Danny warned Philip to leave
Cricket before he hurt her more than he already has. Cricket was surprised
Scott remembered her. Nikki told Leanna that Victoria would always be a link
between her and Victor. Wait To See: Leanna's triple cross begins taking
effect.
Please note: Some storylines have been cut short by the current writers'
strike.

Your Horoscope

by Chas King Cooper

those with authority.

situation concerning your career is not things at work are soaring and your
in clear focus this week, so don't try to intuition is right on the mark. A surprise
Virgo (Aug. 23 toSept. 22) Romance force the issue. Relax, and spend some waits for you this weekend.
is in the stars this week for you lucky time going out with friends, getting your
Virgoans. Take advantage of this and mind on work.
Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) Those
plan something special for you and your
involved in any legal matters will find
loved one. However, don't daydream
Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) Your those situations resolved quite happily
too much.
instincts about romance are a bit off the this week. Social outings and activities
mark this week, and you may put your are favored this weekend.
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Certain trust in the wrong person. However,
relatives will be in rather cantankerous
moods this week, so it's best to keep
your feelings to yourself until moods
lighten up. An exciting, new career
opportunity may be just the thing to
take your mind off this.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) The
watchword this week is caution in all
things. Make sure that everything is out
in the open at work, and that you
understand everything that is being
asked of you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You've been a bit too rough on a certain
family member, so this is the week to
make amends and try to be more
patient and forgiving. This person
needs your help and guidance.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) The

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
I WANTED IN A BEER.

I

Alabama's Le«al Urmkmu Afie us 21 lor
evmune.

21 FOR EVERYONE.
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EMT exam held at Clinical Science Center
The UAH School of Primary Medical
Care emergency medicine program will
hold the National Registry of
Emergency Medical Technicians
intermediate examination June 14,
from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. at the UAH
Clinical Science Center.
The test will be given in two parts,
consisting of a reassessment of basic
EMT skills and knowledge as well as an
assessment of the required
intermediate knowledge. Each
candidate must score at least 70
percent on both parts. The practical

exam will cover trauma assessment and
management, esophageal obturator
airway/intravenous fluid therapy,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and
fracture immobilization.
Completing and passing the entire
test will exempt candidates for the
EMT-paramedic national registry exam
from being tested on skills covered in
the intermediate exam and enable
these candidates to concentrate their
preparation on the more difficult skills
and parts.
For more information and

UAH literary magazine
now accepting
submissions

"Axis," UAH's literary magazine, is exception of the critical essays, she
currently accepting submissions for would like for contributors to submit
publication, according to Lea Ann works by the first deadline.
Walden and Beth Gonsewski, coAnyone who wants to submit literary
editors of the magazine.
or art work to the magazine should
There will be two deadlines for send it to:
submissions.
The first deadline is
"Axis," The Editors
Sunday, May 22, and the second
UAH English Department
deadline is Wednesday, June 15.
Morton Hall
Walden emphasized that with the
Huntsville, AL 35899.
>j{;
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Creative Anachronisms
displays medieval
combat

fyjby Cindy Rodriguez
'.editor
.41;.

(SCA) medieval event held at Braham
Spring Park.
The costumery and the recreation oi
Tally ho! This seems to be the only medieval combat drew crowds ol
:way to properly describe Huntsville's spectators who were transported back
{"•Society for Creative Anachronism's in time— if only for a few hours.

>11;
M

:¥
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applications, call the UAH emergency or call the national registry of EMT's.
medicine program at 536-5511, ext. 481, Application deadline is May 16.

T.J. Schmitz cures
organizational apathy
by G. Jeskie
news reporter

"ME"!
-The need to know that what one is
doing has purpose, and be kept
The antidote to apathy is T.J. informed, to be able to see progress
Schmitz!
In a session sponsored that is being and has been made. To
Saturday by the University Center, to accomplish this, write it down and
the strains of "Star Wars," the speaker review what has been written down,
came charging out with a 30-foot micro listing accomplishments to boost
phone and (a la Phil Donahue) morale. Use meeting minutes to the
proceeded to climb on the furniture to fullest.
g e t t h e a u d i e n c e ' s a t t e n t i o n ! A n d t h a t ; - Give feam members clear ideas of
he did.
what is expected of them. Also, give
"Nothing great was ever done without them challenging jobs that are within
enthusiasm," said Schmitz. "Apathy is their range of abilities and their
the death of any organization. If only interests (a person not interested
cannot do a good job). Most of all, give
one person is enthusiastic, it'll go!"
According to Schmitz, you have to them confidence and trust in their
sell the future to get an organization superiors. They must have that.
In any organization, Schmitz said,
going by telling what the "next" goal is.
The session, titled "Motivation: The there are 10-15 percent doers and 10-15
Key to Success", was for those percent "dues payers only." (Schmitz
students and others who work with commented, "Any non-dues payers,
student organizations and activities. qet rid of: they are leeches.") The
A handout at the beginning of the "doers" are the motivators and the
session stressed 10 of 30 things a team "dues payers only" cannot be
member needs to put forth his best motivated, so forget about them.
All the rest of the organization
effort in any organization. These needs
are so super important that everyone usually falls into the category that
can benefit by remembering them, from Schmitz calls the "goers" who can be
campus organizations to the largest motivated by the "doers" and will
c o r p o r a t i o n s a n d g o v e r n m e n t usually respond by doing the right thing
if given a job they can do or that
bureaucracies.
interests
them.
Those needs Schmitz noted are:
Schmitz is executive vice president
-A sense of belonging to the group
and share i\j planning objectives where of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity,
their ideas are given fair hearing and in Indianapolis and has traveled across
making ground rules to achieve them. much of the United States as a
- - C o n f i d e n c e t h a t g o a l s a r e motivational speaker.
obtainable and that they make sense to
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Mexican Food & Drink
4116 University Dr.
Tel: 830-2300
Just 1 block from UAH
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UAH Students & FacultyYOU WILL LOVE OUR:
FOOD, SERVICE, & PRICES!
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LUNCH BUFFET

M

SUNDAY thru FRIDAY (11-2)
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"PLUS*

M

10% DISCOUNT ON N0N SPECIAL FOOD PURCHASES TO UAH
STUDENTS & FACULTY WITH I.D. OR UNIVERSITY CLUB CARD!
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$2.99

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.
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BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

Spitz retires
and returns
to teaching

WHO NEEDS
CAFFEINE WHEN
W GOT THE
MORNING POLLS?

CCFFBB...
NEED SOME COFFEB.
JMABLACK-

©©©©©©©©©©©©©*
by Mike Simmons
for The Exponent
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DELIVERED" AND
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WHAT AM 1 SUPPOSED
TO CALL ALL THIS T

Dr. Allan Spitz, vice president for
academic affairs at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville, has announced
his plans to return to teaching and
research.
"It is my intention to begin full-time,
tenured responsibilities as a Professor
of Political Science in the Department
of Political Science at an appropriate
time during the 1988-89 budget year
convenient to UAH's newly appointed
President," Spitz said in a recent letter
to current UAH President John Wright.
Spitz said he is sharing these intentions
now with various campus constituen
cies to allow for an orderly transition in
the new administration.
Spitz assumed the vice president's
position at UAH in 1985, after serving in
a similar capacity at the University of
Wyoming since 1980. He was
previously dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and professor of political
science at Michigan State University,
the University of Wisconsin and
Washington State University.
A specialist in comparitive
government, particularly China and
Japan, Dr. Spitz has pursued interests
in foreign policy, U.S. politics and
political theory. He has traveled
extensively in Japan, Korea and other
parts of Asia, and has served with the
U.S. government in Hong Kong. He
was a Fulbright Scholar at Tokyo
University and a Ford Fellow at the
University of California, Berkeley.
"1 look forward to having time as a
faculty member to explore these fields
further," Spitz said. "My last 18 years in
adminstration haven't given me enough
of that time and I'm excited now about
the prospects of this renewed
exploration."
A native of Birmingham, Dr. Spitz
received a master's and a doctorate in
political science from Michigan State
and a B.A. with honors and distinction
from the University of New Mexico.

Solutions to
crosswords
raaaa

mwm

asaa
noma
a ma
am
Han
naaa
Gaana
a aa
asa
arsina
Sanaa
Dah

SOCIAL
CLIMBING

ANSWER: SUPER BOWL
© 1988 by King Features Syndicate. Inc
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All You Can Eat" Dessert Theatre
With

Wayne Federman

and

Electric Zoot Suit

MAY 2a 1988

7:00 p.m. Dessert. "All vou can eatCheesecake

- blueberry
& cherry; Baked Alaska; Cream Puffs; Frozen Yogurt; and
Ice Cream Sundaes Brownies will also be served.

7-^Q "-m-

9:00 p.m.

Wavne

Zoot Suit

Get your tickets at the UC Info. Booth BEFORE Wed. MAY 18th
at 5:00 p.m.
General Public $5.00

Student $3.00
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Family Night Out found overall to be a success
by Kim Glasgow
associate editor
Last Friday night, a crowd of about
150 adults and children invaded the
University Center Cafeteria for Family
Night Out, sponsored by the University
Center.
Over 100 tickets were sold for this
event, which cost $3 per person for an
entire evening of all-you-can-eat pizza,
popcorn, soft drinks, and a Disney
movie.
Judging by the number of
people and the constant laughter in the
Exhibit Hall, Family Night Out was a
success for both the families
participating as well as for the
University Center.
Still, there were some snags. The
first came when they ran out of pizza
with 20 to 25 people still standing in line
for their first slice. Perhaps this could
be attributed to several youngsters,
each who piled three large slices of
pizza on their plates on their first trip to
the pizza table.
After about a 10-minute wait, the
fresh pizza arrived. This brings me to
the second snag. My companion and I
were among the first six people in line
when the fresh pizza came out of the
oven. Or was it the refrigerator? Both

of us had pizza that could at best be
described a lukewarm.
The crust was the warmest part of
the pizza. Nevertheless, the crust was
pretty good and the pizza sauce was
almost perfect. According to one table
of eight diners, the pizza was good, and
the only complaint was that it wasn't
warm enough.
The next round of pizza,
unfortunately, turned out to be
undercooked and also less than
lukewarm. Again, though, the outside
crust was pretty good and the sauce
was almost perfect. All this pizza really
needed was another 10 minutes in an
oven.
Following the pizza and soft drinks,
everyone headed for the University
Center Exhibit Hall for the awardwinning Disney movie, "Bedknobs and
Broomsticks." As with any good enter
tainment package, the movie also came
with all-you-can-eat popcorn and soft
drinks.
"Bedknobs and Broomsticks" is set
in war-torn England and stars Angela
Lansbury as a woman who lives alone
with her beautiful black cat. She takes
in three orphans despite the fact that
"children and me don't mix." She is
also taking a mail-order course in witch-

craft as her way of helping England
against the Germans.
The night the orphans arrive,
Lansbury reads a letter sent from the
mail-order school. "You can now call
yourself an apprentice witch."it says. A
broom accompanies the letter, and
Lansbury tries to learn to ride it. Alas,
her attempts at broom-riding work
about as well as her short-lasting spells.
"She don't fly good, do she?"
observes one of the orphans.
To make a long story short,
Lansbury uses one of her longer-lasting
spells on a bedknob to make the bed fly,
and she and the orphans go in search of
Dr. Emilius T. Browne, headmaster of
the now-defunct school of witchcraft.
Once they find him, the bed takes
them to various places in search of the

book that will tell Lansbury the spell to
help her end the war. This includes
looking through street merchants'
books as well as a trip to an animated
undersea world.
Finally, the group arrives home, only
to have the house taken over by
Germans.
With the help of her
witchcraft, Lansbury chases the
Germans back into retreat and lives
happily ever after with the orphans she
has grown fond of.
Based on the audience's reaction,
both parents and children seemed to
enjoy the movie.
Although the
University Center sponsors Family
Night Out only once a quarter or so,
with this one, they definitely had a
winner. One request though: Cook the
pizza another 10 minutes next time.

More people have survived
cancer than now live in
the City of Los Angeles.
We are winning.

'

AMERICAN
Please
A CANCER
support the ? SOCIETY'
Tms -;r>ace coninDuiea as a Dubnc service

"We honor the University Club Card"

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex
perience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.
The PEACE CORPS Needs You!

Do You have a degree or experience in:
•
•
•
•

agriculture
animal husbandry
fisheries
backyard gardening

biology
• chemistry
beekeeping
. math
forestry
• physics
liberal arts with community involvement

* Teachers/Education Majors: 9 month - 2 year assignments
available Now!... ALL expenses paid.
For an application and more information call:
1-800-241-3862

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.

Life can be really tough then you're got a bad burger habit. You
find yourself thinking about burgers all day long. You can't wait till you
get another "burger fix ". But it doesn t have to be that way! There is a
Fresh Alternative...Subuxiv Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads
are made fresh before yow eves. So get rid of that burger on your back.
Come to a Subway Sub Shop for a quick recovery.

" Hill's
Shopping
Center"

•SUBMV*
Sandwiches A Salads

"Hill's
Shopping
Center"
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Down Under: above in taste and down in price
by Tamatha Annette Brumley
reporter
Technically, I am considered a discriminating
glutton which means I will eat anything, but I like very
little. Under these circumstances when something
does manage to pass over my numb palette of taste
buds and surprises me by appearing veritably
delicious and savory, restoring my faith in the human
ability to correctly combine organic matter and fire, it
is an event of some accord. (For those readers who
have already decided I have an arrogant and overly
inflated concept of my self-worth, and the value of my
opinions, you are probably right. But a person cannot
write a restaurant review without having some sort of
self-estimate that their advice might possibly be useful
to someone. If I were shy and retiring, my review
wouldn't be useful to anyone. If I were shy and
retiring, my review wouldn't be this funny or
worthwhile.)
Most of us have probably passed by a small
restaurant on Jordan Lane while going about our daily
activities and wondered for a brief moment before
entering the death race on University Drive, "What is

Australian cooking?" One Friday I decided to find out
and discovered Down Under to be a uniquely nice
change of pace.
The interior is not for people looking for the latest
design in fashion. The dining area is pleasant and
comfortable, two of the great enhancements to
enjoying a meal. The Australian concept is not
overdone. There are bark strip pictures and scenic
posters, but they are there to complement the
atmosphere, not to dominate it. This is not a cute little
playground for the delight of children, but a place that
adults who like good food will appreciate. One
specifically good aspect I liked was having enough
light to comfortably see my meal. I suggest they
maintain this policy. Their food is worth looking at.
The salad was similar to those of most other
restaurants, composed of lettuce, tomatoes, slices of
cucumber, and radishes, but the house dressing is
superb and I would recommend it to anyone that likes
a slightly tangy, spicy taste to liven vegetables.
I was advised to try the Shrimp on the Barby, which
is grilled shrimp in a barbeque sauce served on a bed
ot nee. Being an ex-Texan, I am a connoisseur of both
barbecue and shrimp and found this to be a verv tastv

combination. A wide range of vegetables was served. I
do not normally eat vegetables, but I devoured all of
my cooked carrots which were small, tender and had
a sweet taste.
I was told by an acquaintance that Down Under
once served kangaroo steaks, but I could not find any
on the menu. They do have lamb and traditional
Australian meat pies.
Dessert is one of the better parts of a meal and this
was not an exception. I tried something called a Trifle,
which was sponge cake soaked in raspberry sauce
with custard, whipped cream, and sliced almonds on
top. I may have teeth marks in the spoon.
Since this is a university paper, the issue of cost
should be included in a restaurant review. Down
Under is a restaurant; they do charge more than
McDonald's. (Their lunch special does come very
close in price.) However, the price range is not
phenomenally expensive and I felt the cost was
reasonable because of the quality of food.
After eating at Down Under I thought about when
my mother comes to visit. I will need a place for quiet
dinners alone.

WHY YOU CAM EXPECT MORE
SUCCESS WITH MUTUAL OF OMAHA
Mow that you've invested three or four years and considerable
money in your college education, you're entitled to ask pointed
questions about career payoffs.
At Mutual of Omaha, we welcome them because we've got good
answers. When you work for Mutual of Omaha, there are plenty of
opportunities to make good money. You can also earn bonuses and
some first-class trips.
Good educations are put to good use. Matching our Income
Protection products and services to customer needs provides plenty
of intellectual challenge. We need bright people in management too.
We don't leave your career satisfaction and financial rewards to
chance. We have a proven sales system and our training program is
among the best in the industry.
It's not too early to check us out. Tell us about yourself in a letter
or call for a confidential interview. Call M.C. Isrel.

Mutuol^TN
^moha.vL/
Cirem tw the 90s

tqual Opportunity Companies M/f

Exponent classified request form
Send to: The Exponent
UAH
Huntsville, AL 35899

The UAH pond is transformed into a practice field for ASCE members as they get
ready for the next Cement-Canoe competition. The competition will be held in Michigan
during the second week of June.
photo by Hajin Kim
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Rates up to 10 words - $1
10 - 20 words - $2
30 plus - 10C per word
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PHONE: _
Date(s) ad to appear:
Ad Information: (print or type):
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All requests for classified ads must be received by Friday, noon
the week before publication. Checks made payable to The
Exponent. Payment should accompany all requests.
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Interested persons should:
Fill out an application available at the
1 1. EXPONENT
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u
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Dr. Richard Moore
Department of English
Morton Hall, Room 203
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
Deadline for applications is May 16
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A dirty campground is no picnic
Clean up before you leave.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute,
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CATCH IT!!!!
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University of Tampa coach to help with Soccer Camp
Tom Fitzgerald, soccer coach at the
University of Tampa, will be the guest
clinician at the 1988 UAH All-American
Soccer School, Advanced Camp. This
camp for boys and girls, ages 8 through
17, will be conducted from July 11-15,
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
Coach "Fitz" was the 1987 Division II
South Region and Sunshine State
Conference Coach of the Year. His
team, the University of Tampa
Spartans, reached the final four of the
1987 NCAA Championship and for
most of the season was ranked No. 1 in
the nation. Fitzgerald was the director
of the Tampa Bay Rowdies Summer
Youth Program.
Because of his highly energetic and
organized approach to the game of
soccer, Fitzgerald is regarded as one of
the top clinicians in the country.
According to Dr. Ostap Stromecky,

director and founder of the UAH AllAmerican soccer School, Fitzgerald "is
one of the outstanding college soccer
coaches in the country. He'll be a great
asset to the UAH All-American Soccer
School. Under him, the students will
learn the innovative drills and tactics
needed to improve their soccer knowhow."
Fitzgerald played two years of
intercollegiate soccer for the University
of South Florida Bulls after transferring
from Hudson Valley Community
College. He served as assistant coach
of the University of Tampa from 1981
through 1984, and in 1981 helped lead
the Spartan team to win the NCAA
Division II National Championship. In
1983 Fitzgerald was a member of the
Tampa Bay Rowdies (NASL) reserve
team.

Charger Volleyball team looking toward next season
by Jennifer Grace
sports reporter
The UAH Volleyball Team is not
wasting any time in preparing for next
season. They have been involved in a
weightlifting program since the
beginning of the quarter, and recently
began a strict running program.
Assistant Coach
Debbie Lee feels the
v-M^uuicL-eeieeisine

training program is going very well.
"The players are dedicated and are
showing some improvement," said Lee.
"They are beginning to get stronger and
the times for their running are better
too."
This year's team is already ahead of
where last year's team was at this time.
m
In addition, Coach Leila Nabors has

found four definite new recruits for the
team and will possibly have two more
before the fall. Of the recruits, one is a
setter, two are hitters, and the other
specializes in defense. They are all
expected to make very positive
contributions to the team.
All in all, according
to coach' Lee,'
n-JXX
"We are pretty excited about next year,

the program is a lot more regimented
now and the team will be much better
prepared for their competition."
Speaking from the voice of
experience, this volleyball player knows
next season will be much better than
last season, because it could not
possibly be any worse.

Dance into summer with the
HPE Department
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
Waltz your way to better fitness and
increased social awareness, courtesy of
the UAH Department of Health and
Physical Education. In the first
installment of the Summer Preview of
UAH Health and Physical Education,
the focus is on dance.
A new course in the schedule is
Social Dance—New York and Latin
Hustles. This course presents a fun
opportunity to leam the basic moves of
two versatile dances. Turns, spins, and
twists are featured in this one day
course taught by dance teacher Nancy
Slater. If you would like to be the envy
of everyone on the dance floor or you
would just like to try something new,
give this course a spin.

Six-pound

Another new dance course is Social
Dance—Advanced Waltz and Fox
Trot, also taught by Slater. If you have a
basic knowledge of the dances, but you
lack that certain pizazz that makes it
all connect, this course was designed
for you. The waltz is coming back as a
premier high society dance and this
class can give you the upper hand in
newly acquired steps or patterns. Both
this class and the Hustles dance class
will give you continuing education
credit, just for having FUN!
Of course, the aerobic dance classes
will still be offered, as will the rhythmic
Tai Chi.
Be sure to join the Department of
Health and Physical Education as they
dance into summer with these exciting by Kim Glasgow
courses.
associate editor

carp wins
UAH

Fishing
Rodeo
photo by Riky Howard

Willie Green caught a 6 lb. 2 oz. gold
fish to claim first prize last Saturday in
the spring Fishing Rodeo, sponsored by

...and other sports news...

The Exponent.
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
The Huntsville Stars are on a winning
streak, handing the Charlotte Knights
several of the losses. In their latest
homestand, the Stars went 7-1 and
climbed to first place in the chase for a
playoff slot for the first half of the split

season.
The Department of Health and
Physical Education will be offering
Youth Camps this summer including a
tennis camp, an All-American Soccer
School, a golf camp and others. Be
sure to enroll your children early to
ensure there will be enough room for
them.

Over 150 people participated in the
'fishing rodeo, which took place at the
UAH duck pond. Held usually once or
twice a year, the rodeo gives anyone
interested a chance to fish the duck
pond and win a prize for the largest fish
caught.
Green said his fish, actually a carp,
was a cross between a "Buffalo fish"
and a goldfish. He received a $25 gift
certificate from the Fisherman's Choice
for his fish.

:: v-. > -v * ¥ *x ^ v

Only one-half ounce separatee
second place from third place this year
David Zecher's 1 lb. 4 oz. bass out
weighed Mildred Parker's 1 lb. 3 1/2 oz.
bass. Zecher and Parker received a $15
and a $10 gift certificate, respectively,
for their fish.
Though the rodeo started officially at
6 a.m., a number of eager fishermen
were already casting as the sun was
rising.
With the help of sunshine, warm
weather, and a little luck, the first fish
was landed just after the rodeo opened.
Spencer Glasgow Jr. caught a5 lb. 2 oz.
bass to start the day.
However*
because he is an Exponent employee,
he was ineligible for a prize.
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1988 Stars Schedule

Who was last year's American league
MVP?—
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MEM

19

TV

5

13

TV

BHAM
20

MEM

GRV

CHAT

.. «-

14
8HAM
21
G»V

-K flds contest is open to all UAH
J students, staff, and faculty.
JUNE

^
k
£
J
^

A winner will be selected by a random
drawing of entry forms with correct
answers. In the event there are no
correct entries, a drawing of all
entries will be held. The drawing will
tc be held at 5:30 p.m. eoch MONDAY

KNOX

JULY

KNOX

Ai-L
STAR
AT JAX

Mi V

^ Fill out the entry form, above, and
^ place in the envelope on the
* EXPONENT'S door.
J The winner will receive 3 "Pick-A^ Date Certificates". These certificates
are redeemable for reserve seats at
Joe W. Davis Stadium.

AUGUST

Home games

BHAM

6 = - All
. .Times
. ore.
..
Central Time.
DH-double header

Follow rhe Srors Home and
Away on Radio:

-k
-k

M-

*

t And The Winner Is...

• NO

"• M

Hunrsville WFIX 1450 AM
Cullman WFMH 101.0 FM, 1460 AM
Decorur WJRA 1310 AM
Scorrsboro WWIC 1050 AM

Ml V

-k •••••••••••••••••••••••••

M Chris Parson is the winner of last week's trivia contest. M
M The answer was that the Cincinnati Red Stockings were -k
* the first professional baseball team.
^
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1988

HPE
SUMMER NON-CREDIT SCHEDULE

Summer Youth Camps

CER 683

03(04)

6/15-8/24

MW

4:00-5:00pm

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

S75

6/16-8/23

TT

4:00-5:00pm

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

S75

Karate (Adv)

6/16-8/23

TT

5 00-6:00pm

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

S75

01

Kmderquatics for Infants

6/25-8/20

Sa

11:00-11:30am

Maxwell

SH/POOL

S64

CER 634

02

Kmderquatics for Infants

6/25-8/20

Sa

12 00-l2:30pm

Maxwell

SH/POOL

$64

CER 634

03

Kmderquatics for Infants

6/25-8/20

Sa

1 00-1:30pm

Maxwell

SH/POOL

S64

Nabors

S64

Other Youth Courses

Ingle

S64

CER 677

01

Karate (Basic)

CER 681

01

Karate (Inter)

CER 690

01

CER 634

Shooting Camp

8/1-8/5

Boys Basketball Ball Handling

6/27-7/1 &

& Defense Camp

8/1-8/5

CER 683

01(02)

FEE

8:00-noon

6/27-7/1 &

01

BLDG/RM

8 00-noon

7/25-7(29

Boys Basketball Free Throw &.

CER 688

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE # SEC COURSE TITLE

Lady Charger Basketball Camp

CAMP

TIME

FEE

TIME

SEC

DAYS

DIRECTOR(S)

DATE

CAMP #

I00-5 00pm

S64

ingle
•

S49

DATE

CER 773

01

Bowling at Pin Palace

7718-7/22

8 30-noon

Wilson

CER 728

01

Cheerleadmg

7/11-7/15

8 00-noon

Griggs

S35(.tnd:
S29(team)

CER 635

01

Kmderquatics for Toddlers

6/25-8/20

Sa

11:30-noon

Maxwell

SH/POOL

S64

CER 694

01

Golf

6/27-7/1

815-noon

Eastep

S99

CER 635

02

Kmderquatics for Toddlers

6/25-8/20

Sa

12 30-1:00pm

Maxwell

SH/POOL

S64

CER 694

02

Golf

8/8-8/12

8'15-noon

Easiep

S99 ,

CER 616

01

Swimming (Beg)

6/25-8/20

Sa

9:00-10:00am

McGregor

SH/POOL

S69

CER 774

01

Movement-Tumbling Camp

6/27-7/1

8 00~-noon

Griggs

S64

CER 616

02

Swimming (Beg)

7/5-8/4

TT

9 00-9:30am

Mueh'lbauer

SH/POOL

S59

CER 686

02

Ail-Amencan Soccer School

6/27-7/1

8 00-noon

Stromecky

S64

CER 617

01

Swimmmg (Inter)

6/25-8/20

Sa

9 00-l0:00am

Delk

SH/POOL

$69

CER 617

02

Swimming (Inter)

7/5-8/4

TT

9 30-l0:00am

Muehlbauer

SH/POOL

S59

CER 728

01

Rowing for Teens (Basic)

6/18-8/6

Sa

8 00-10 00am

Eadon

SH/206

S64

>; *y-T

' I

Basic Camp
CER 686

01

All-American Soccer School

' 7/11-7/15

8004:00pm

Stromecky

S129

TN River

Advanced Camp
CER 685

01

Sports-Fitness Camp

6/20-6/24

800-noon

Nimmo

S64

CER 722

01

Tennis (Baste)

7/18-7/22

8:00-noon

Ross

S64

CER 722

02

Tennis (Inter S Advanced)

7/25-7/29

8 00-noon

Ross

S64

Adult Courses

Neoors

S64

CER 602

01

Swimming (Beg)

6/25-8/20

Sa

8:00-9 00am

McGregor

SH/POOL

CER 601

01

Swimming (Inter)

6/25-8/20

Sa

8:00-9:00am

Delk

SH/POOL

$69

CER 600

01

Master's Swimming

6/25-3/20 . Sa

7:00-8:00am

McGregor

SH/POOL

S69

CER 775

01

New York & Latin Hustles

7/16

Sa

9 004 00pm

Slater

SHBAL2

$39

CER 776

01

Adv Waltz & Fox Trot

7/12-8/9

T

6 00-8:00pm

Slater

SH/BAL 2

$55

CER 751

01

T'ai Chi

6/27-8/22

MW

7 30-9:00pm

Chi

SH'BAL 2

$69

MW

7 30-9:00pm

Chi

- SH/BAL 2

S69

MW

6 00-7:00pm

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

S75

Fowler &

Cruise

S559

Beck

to Mexico

CER 726

01

Competit've Volleyball

7/18-7/22

8 00-noon

The University Of Alabama In Huntsville

••

!

01

Inter T'ai Chi

HPE 152

02

Advanced Karate

6/15-8/24

First Aid for Scuba Divers

10/31-11/5

CER 608

Division of Continuing Education • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

TO REGISTER: 895-6010
FOR INFORMATION: 895-6007

CER 771

6/27-8/22

•*

#f

01

CER 657

01

Wilderness Survival

6/21-8/9

T

6:30-8:30pm

P Taylor

SH/206

CER 777

01

Personal Fitness Development

6/14

T

6:00-8:00pm

Kalb

SH/108

CER 605

01

Fitness & Wellness Club

6/15-9/15

When open for recreation. Spragins Hall hours

CER 731

01

Individual Fitness Assessmt

Appl

Appt

CER 675

01 '

Circuit Weight Training

6/28-8/14

TT

CER 695

01

Travel & Tour Director s School

1/23-1/27

Daily

CER 738

01

Bicycling in Switzerland

9/3-9/11

j

free'
S30(ind
S60(family

•

S75

Kalb

SH/125

515-6:15pm

Moen

SH/115

$64

8:00-5 00pm

Mitchell

NewOrieans

S299

Busbm

Interlaken

$1295

Health and Physical Education is Fun for Everyone!

KIOMX Oor-'"' ."'ty institution

S80

Appl

Sports and Fitness...
I

$69

The Right Move!

